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The study of giant resonances excited byinelastic heavy-ion scattering places stringent conditions on target production. This is because the broad structures seen in the heavy ion inelastic spectrum, resulting from the giant resonances, originate not only from the nuclei of interest but also from nuclei associated with the target backing material and any target contaminates. Furthermore, the recent interest in the decay properties of giant resonances requires the use of thin targets, especially for the actinide nuclei where one of the principle decay channels is fission. Here we report the manufacture of thin self-.
238 . support1ng U targets that were developed for these decay study exper1-ments.
The basic principle of manufacture involves electron bombardment -
producing a useful non-stressed,deposi~ rapidly diminLshes:
After the evaporation the chamber is allowed to cool before it . 4 is vented with dry ,He gas. The glass slides are then transferred to a glove box flowing dry argon·gas. It;iS essential to protect the deposits both from atmosphere oxygen and moisture, even moisture from uncovered hands will cause rapid deterioration. The Uranium deposit is then cleaved from the glass slides by means of a sharp single edged razor blade.
Once the foils are mounted qn frames .they should be stored in a vacuum -6 of 10 mm; at highe~ pressures the foils will .eventually disintegrate.
By the method outlined here foils have been produced which have 2 a diameter of 2 em and have thicknesses within the range 400-1400 ~g/cm .
The uniformity of the foils was determined by a particle transmission methods and was found to be generally better. than 5% across the diameter of the foils. 
